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Thursday, September 19, 1974

118ady.Anno·unces f*lan To l=tesign
"'

future well being of the University of New Mexico.
The first and most immediate requirement is to
bring a halt to the ravages of inflation and to recoup
the ground lost in term$ of real dollar!! in academic
and non-academic salaries and .in other budget
eategories.
·
"The· second and more important objective in the
long run is to make the much discussed, but not yet ·
achieved transition to a differential funding formula
based upon differences in cost by academic
programs and levels of instruetion.
"By 1976," Heady said,- "we should know what
results can be achieved from current efforts to bring
about these changes."
Before coming to UNM as aeademic vice

Presid•mt Ferrel Heady announc:ed yesterday that
he will reaign as president of UNM at the end of
December, 1975 and return to teaching at UNM. He
has been president since July, 1968.
In a conversation with the LOBO Heady said he
will probably teach political science or public
administration.
"1. never really intended to stay president until 1'.
retired," Heady said. uouring the last year or so I
have tried to decide when the best time would be to
resign.
·
.
"I want to get back to the faculty soon enough so
that there will be more than a year or two left until
·
I have to retire."
Heady is 58. · He will be 60 when he begins

"My tenure at UNM will be twice as long
as the current average term for university
presidents in this country. Even though I
have found the experience to be
exhilarating and fulfilling, that i1 long
enough."

"I believe that a periodic change in the
presidency is desirable in this •• of higher
education, for the well being 'of both the
individual and the institution."

.

teaehing. Mandatory retirement at UNM ia at 65.
Heady said he would uk for a six-month leave at
the end of his term as president to prepare to join
the faeulty.
He said he presumed he would be teaehing
elaues.
In a memorandum to the Regents, Heady said he
hu indieated in the put that he did not intend to
continue u UNM president until retirement.
"I believe- that a periodie ehante in the
. preaidency is desirable in this en of hither
education, for the well being of both the individual
and the institution." he aaid.
••1 have concluded that the time for such a ehante
at UNM q approaching and that plana ahould be
made now for u orderly aild amooth a transition u
pouible•. 'lberefore, 1 am requesting to be replaced
u president, effective at the- end ~or:...DeeemiJer, ·
1975. This lhould provide ample time for the
of ~eareh and ~election of a replacement.
••My own expeetation il to .teet a leaYe to prepare
•
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for reassignment u a faculty member here at UNM.
From a personal point of view, I want to make this
career shift at a time that will provide at least five
yean before retirement for resumption of teaching,
reaeareh, writing, and related aetivitiea."
In hia memo to the Reaent.a, Heady aaid the moat
eruei81 breakthroups UNM neecla to make are in
the- -are• of figh~nl in.Oation .and -.adoptint· a
dilferential funding program.
11
We muat make every clfort this year and next to
iaeeompliah two major breakthroughs crueial for the

Schroeder:
They7e Trying
·To Bury Me~

Editor'• riote:
Due to .evere personnel malfunction• re1ulting in technical
di((icultie.. the following dory 1upporting ye1terday '•front page
picture of PEC Chairman Steve Sehroeder wa omitted.
By DAN WIL'LIAMS
UNM Popular Entertainment Committee Chairman Steve
Schroeder says that presaures and scrutiny from unnamed
individuals are hampering his ability to effectively do his job•.
".They're trying to bury me," Schroeder said in a special press
conference Tuesday. He said he is under constant presaure from
c•individuals I will not name who are suspicious of me and tend to
do nothing but muckrake.''
He aaid the pressures are not conceming the aspects of his job
as·stated in ASUNM by-Jaws, but they tend to take the form of a
upenonal attack."
"I have a job to do," said Schroeder ccto aet up concerts. If I
ean 't do that, then it's the student community who suffers."
He said he does not have time to deal with all the hassles and
. questions eoneeming the matter in which he is doing his job.
111 cannot make everybody happy," he 'said. u1 don't have time
to deal with everybody who eomes in here wanting this and that,
.wanting concerts, asking questions." ·
ASUNM president Gil Gonzales agreed that Schroeder baa been
aubjected to presaures that take him away from his duties, but
certain commenta Schroeder made to the LOBO 11have created
feelings of suspieion." .
.
.
In an effort to "get this thing over .with," Schroeder
announced that he will be available every Thursday to talk to
ccanybody and everybody" about questions they may have about
the way he is doing his job, "or anything el11e," he said.
Schroeder also said that he is trying to take a positive ap!:)l'Oaeh
in his efforts to do his job "for the good of the Jtudents.'' He said
hill efforts are being constrained by those unnamed individuals ..
' who are taking a unegatiye approach."
The PEC eurrently has only one confirmed member:
Schroeder. He said Gonzales has already selected a tentative lisl
of members to be presented before the general senate meeting by
next week. Schroeder agreed that having a funr,tioning committee
would take a lot of the burden off his shoulders.
111 just ha\le to do my job, u he said.

president in 1967, Heady was on the faculty of the
University of Miehigan at Ann Arbor for 20 yean.
In 1968 he succeeded Tom L. Popejoy a8 preaident
to beeome UNM'slOth chief administrator.
In his memo to the Regents, Heady ·said that thetiming of his resignation "will meet university needs
as 1 see them." He noted that the eommittee on
university planning will have completed ita work
"and the incoming president ean be selected with
major attention being given to his auitability for
leaderahip in the 'realization of these planning
objectives (prepared by the planning committee)."
Heady also noted that a major reorganization of
the central administration hu been eompleted and
by 1976 11Will have tone through a necell8l'y
shakedown period."
Major eonstruetion projeets on campus also will
(Continued on page 8)
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Dean Wollman:

American Studies 201
Was Never Approved
By GAIL GOTTLIEB
American Studies 201,
In trod uetion to Women
Studies is under serious
investigation by Arbs and
Seiences Dean Nathaniel
Wollman. Apparently approval
for this class was never
formally granted.
"We have tried to figure out
how that course was approved
since I have no record of that
eourse getting my signature. To
the best of my knowledge that
eourse has never been
approved," Wollman said.
Woilman advanced the
theory that permission to list
the class in the upeoming. elasa
schedule was grant.ed by
Academie Vice President
Chester Travelatead pending
formal approval through the
proper channels. Once th~
course wu listed in the claM
schedule....... nd proved to be
remarkably successful-no
further attempts were made to
obtain formal approval.
uThis represents a serious
violation of university policy,
said Wollman. uMy feeling is
that it would be very hard on
the students to remove -.credit
for that course retroactively 1
and we wit\ try not to do
that."
Aca.demic Vice President
Chester Travelstead said he had

given permission for the class
to be listed in the class
sehedule in advance of the
formal procedures, and that it
was his understanding that the

Nathaniel Wollman
claSA had later been formally
approved.
'
Assistant Vice President for·
Academic Affairs Joel Jones
said Wollman gave verbal
approval for American Studies
201 over the phone.
•'He said •the idea's fine bu't
you sent it in on the wrong
form. Send it back on form c.'
I did, and that is the last I

heard of it. I thought approval
had been grapted!'
Chairman of the Curricula
Committee Paul Jonas said
there was no record of the
course being submitted before
the curricula committee.
Women Studies coordinator
Gail Baker said that her
memory of the status of
American Studies 201 differed ·
from Dean Wollman's.
WoJiman is also. planning a
review of eourses offered under
American Studies 301 and 302.
Ethnic and Women. Studies
offered under the auspices of
other departments will not be
investigated, with the
exception of American Studies
201, the popular Introduction
to Women Studies.
Courses offered under
American Studies 301 and 302
include five Women Studies
classes. The controversial
Lesbian Feminism is one of
these classes, along with
Women and Law,. American
Women .Writers, and Teachit\g
In trod uetion to Women
Studies.
Four Chicano Studies cla.iS<'S
are offered under Americ~n
Studies 302 and 302. 'l'he5e
incho~de Chicano and the Law,
Chicano and the Media, and
Chicano Literature.
(Continued on page 2)
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GSA P-resident; Chairperson u:noppose~tr·:···:
~~
') .

By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Since no one else filed for
Graduate Student
Association (GSA) president
or council chairperson before
Monday's deadline, the
incumbents' only opposition
in th.e_.).l.P.,£~pting GSA
elect!®:,~ wlll be the
traditiorif!i~~· Mouse or D.
. Duck as '~te-in candidates.
Stan Read is· almost
assured his third consecutive
term as GSA president and
Tom Foy is all alone in his
bid for a. ·second year as GSA
council chairperson in the
Sept. 24 and 25 elections.
An apparently contented·
body of graduate students
will also choose two
.Univers_ity Forum delegates
and vote on a $55,175
budget during the two-day
elections.
Read was his usual
articulate self Monday,

..

Course
Examines
B9okmaking
By SCOTT SANDLIN .
Jack Rittenhouse spent hours last week
cutting· and soaking scrap paper, spreading the
pulp on a screen and pressing out the water-all
to make one thin sheet of paper.
"It's .like going through a whole recipe to get
one cupcake," he said,
Rittenhouse, editor of Western books and sales
manager at UNM press, also teaches the Tuesday
night History of Books and Printing course,
offered for the first time this semester at UNM.
He made the paper as an example of one
process in the hand production of books.
Quality book produc.tion, which includes
paper manufacture, handsetting, collating pages,
and hand·binding books, is a focus of the new
course.
The class, which Rittenhouse calls "a sort of
book appreciation course," will examine
different methods of book production from the
days of Egyptian papyrus up to recent
. automated techniques and will include guest
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maybe a little slower-talking
than usual owing to the wad
of chewing tobacco tucked
into his clieek.
"Have ·some," said Read,
extending his open pouch of
Beechnut toward me.
"No thanks," I said
queasily, remembering the
last time I tried that stuff,
"not before a meal: Ruins
the digestion."
Between Stan's discrete
trips to the wastebasket to
spit, we discussed the
proposed budget and the
upcoming GSA handbook.
He said that GSA had been
pleased with the Child Care
Cooperative as well as other
programs GSA had funded
last year; such as the ASA
Poetry series and AGORA.
"Vice President Lavender
(for Student Affairs) has
questioned whether the
university should be involved

A

"which is why we are· university .an · .Ml:luquerfunding the program.''
· que."
~·
,
Read said more money
"We haven't decided on'·a
had been allocated this year subtitle yet," }\~ sa~d.
·.for the parties and picnics "Suggestions so.;:. far ,!nclude
held periodically by GSA.
'yes, we have so~6i:uiartas'
"The firsf party should be and 'awful turkey on $8.30 a
lateOctober,"hesaid.
day.' Other ideas are
The first GSA Consuming welcome."

GSA Pres. Stan Read

in a program such as the
Child Care Cooperative,"
Read said.
"However, we feel it
perf9rms a valuable service
for the university
community," he continued,

lectures on book collecting, the book trade,
private presses, and Southwestern printing.
The book course, cross·listed with the art and
English departments, has drawn 30 students
interested in illustration, photo reproduction,
librarianship, book design, collection, and sales.
Rittenhouse says he thinks that the book class
is the only one offered in the Southwest.
"Printing has been left. more and more to the
industrial or trade schools," he said.
The class, which in its planning stage a year
ago was to be funded by the general library, now
receives support from lhe English and art
departments, as well as the libraries.
Concurrent with the class, Zimmerman library
is attempting to expand its collection on
bibliographic history, already strong in the
history of printing in Mexico.
Rittenhouse, who has been collecting books
about books for years, was surprised at the large
amount of material available in the library.
"One sector where they've set out to fill the
gaps is in graphic arts, especially as it relates to
the Southwest," he said.
The library is now in the process of purchasing
Rittenhouse's collection on book history, which
includes 250 books, pamphlets, and examples of
printing. Among these are a page from the
Nuemburg Chronicle, published in 1494, a
sample of Tibetan printing, the first"book poster
printed in New Mexico, early type collectors'
catalogues, and books about printing in the
Southwest.
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Wollman. . . ~~"

Handbook
or "you
believe everything
you can't
read
in phone booths'' was
published last year in an
effort to help students get
through their years of living
in Albuquerque and
attending UNM without
losing their sanity.
Since it was so successful,
the GSA biggies decided to
make it a yearly issue.
"The handbook should be
out in early October," Read
said. "It's called 'The Second
GSA Consuming Handbook'
and is designed to help
students consume the

(Continued from page 1)

Antonio Mondragon
director of Chicano Studies'
said "Under any review I a~
sure we would come out with
flying colors. It gripes me that
he is just checking this one
class. Why doesn't he check
everyone?"
Charles Becknell, director of
Afro-American Studies, seems
confident th.at Afro·American
Studies is "alive and well."
This fall Afro-American
Studies has only one class
offered under American
Studies 301, Black Women.
Wollman said he had talked
with Becknell and told him to
pre pare a syllabus for any
other classes· to be offered
under American Studies and
submit them to acting director
of American Studies Charles
Biebel. Wollman said that
essen tia11y he saw "no
problem" with Afro·American
Studies.
Native American Studies has
seven classes offered under
American Studies 301 and 302.
These include Southewest
Indian Lifestyle, Indian and
the Law, Introduction to
Native American Literature,
and "Plains Indian Art.
Ethnic and Women Studies
classes offeretl under other'
departments are not being
investigated as they have·
already been approved by their
department heads, the
curricula committee, Dean
Wollman, and Vice President
Travelstead.

Senate
Snippets
A lobby effort is being formed
by Albuquerque realtors against
the Landlord-Tenant Act being
introduced and supported by the
Office of Research and Consumer
Affairs (ORCA).

• **

There are stiH openings of
several ASUNM committees.
Members are needed for:
Elections Commission, Student
Court and Student Standards,
Union Board, Co·Op Bookstore,
Fiesta Committee and Intramural
and Rec. Board.

(Photos by Kathy Wanek)

COED WEIGHT ROOM
The UNM weight lifting room is Johnson Gym is now open to women as well as men.
Special hours for women have been set as well as regular hours for all students. For more
information on the weight lifting program call the intramurals office in Johnson Gym.

Albuquerque's late night spot
for fine food and entertainment

f

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

and

·;A MIDSUMMER
NIGHT'S
DREAM
.

)"

lJ.•
c

September 19, 20, 21 8:15 p.m.
Matinee Septembe~ 22 2:15p.m.
Tickets $3.00, 2.50, 2.00
UNM Students, Faculty, Staff
$1.00 Discount
Tel. 277-3121

•

•

the VI NTAGE ROOM presents

<. •

"FROST and BOSSERMAN"

.

OPEN 1OAM-2PM
CONTINUOUS FOOD SERVICE 11A. M. TILL MIDNIGHT

.....

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY TILL 1. COCKTAILS TILt. 2

STILL SERVING THE FINEST!
Boyles Meats Select Beverages •
IN FAIR PlAZA. LOMAS AND SAN PEDRO. PlENTY OF FREE PARKING.

Bicycles!
Bicycles!

p• I
••
••••••

•

•

•

••••••
THE BIKE

Classics Theater
Present
A Swinging Shakespearian Comedy

Witic.~tlltlr,lguu t
two fine string men /playing everything I

I

POPEJOY HALL

EARL SADLER'S

2620 Rhode Island Street N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110
Phone (505) 293-6161

STATE OF THE ART
STEREO 2 + OUADRADIAL4
AM·FM RECEIVER

50 WATTS H. M.S./CHANNEL X 4
or 125 WATTS R.M.S./CHANNEL X 2
Oscilloscope, Dolby Noise Reduction,
Phase Lock Loop, Multiplex Decoder,
Vari-Matrix, SQ & CD-4 optional
$1250 •.

THE FINEST IN CUSTOM FRAMING
THOUSANDS OF READY-MADE
FRAMES/PRE-CUT MATS,{PRINTS
METAL SECTION FRAMES & GLAS3

. Complete Electronic
Supplies
for the Hobbyist
Experimenter
Professional

I
. I·

Amplifiers
Books
Capacitors
·Diodes
Resistors
Transistors
Test· Equipment
Receiving Tubes
Picture Tubes
Recording Tapes

Antenna
Batteries
Microphones
Intercoms
Rotors
Transfonners
Wire
Speakers
Controls
Cables

Bicycles!

SHOP
82~

Val• SE
B42·9IDD

Stap by and f'Mive a laak at
aur selectian!1_f tD speeds

Featurmg the

3008 CENTRAL AVE. S.E.
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87106
ACROSS FROM LOBO THEATRE
PHONE (505) 255•3239

The handmade bicycle from France
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.vo,rk's
View Blasted
vm · '

Editor:
'I
In the int\irest'of free speech the
conservative American bigot
viewpoint should be expressed, but I
would hope that there is someone
connected with l.JNM who is better
able to articulate her/his feelings· on
this matter than Dick York. The
present author of Common Tory finds
himself devoid of any copy which
remotely aims at either facts or logic,
relying instead on silly little stories

fi

.....
~

Student Seating System

'·

Editor:
Lavon McDonald announced to the
student senate meeting last Wednesday
his plan regarding student admission to
UNM basketball games this year.
McDonald says his plan is for the
benefit of the students. It calls for all
students wishing to attend games to
pick up 'tickets for each game at least
24 hours in advance of the game. These
tickets would not be made available on
the main campus but could only be
picked up at the box office of the
arena. Any tickets not picked up by
the students would bil sold to the
general public. This is the plan to
benefit the students.
Students will now have to go to the
arena at least 24 hours· before every
game to pick up tickets. While this at
best would be troublesome
inconvenience, for others, especially
those who live on campus and have
little meana of transportation, it would

be quite difficult.
Furthermore, over 20,000 students
at UNM pay the mandatory athletic fee
and therefore are entitled at least to
the 3300 seats allotted us by the
athletic department.
In effect this plan would make
student seating harder to obtain, not
only because of the inconvenience of
obtaining the ticket, but also there is
always the chance that students may
obtain tickets far in advance of games
they decide not to go later and
possibly deprive a fellow student from
attend! ng the game.
Although this plan hurts the
students, it does benefit the athletic
department because they will be able
to sell the student section seats to
others and make more money. i am
hopeful that Mr. McDonald will realize
that this plan hurts the universitY
student.
Evie A. Baca

Ridiculous Decision
Qear Editor:
• I've been watching the Regents
Ierew up this school for 2 years now,
but this is really getting ridiculous
when they deny NMPIRG funding in
favor of throwing away $6 million on
athletic nonsense.
Simms says "UNM belongs to the
people of New Me><ico •• ," and that
the people want sports e><penditure. I
say UNM belongs to the students and
the students want NMPIRG.
We try to do a service for the people
of New Mexico-something really

constructive, but the Board of Regents
denies us the opportunity. I think the
board members should all be thrown
out.
Simms sees the university as an
academic center. Okay, let's live up to
his so enlightened view and make it a ·
purely academic center by getting rid
of the football and basketball teams
(which, by the way, waste hugr
amounts of this school's money) and
adopting NMPIRG.
Gary Mulberry

Open Letter To Regents
Where will students study their
"mathematics, history, and
physics," or play football if
there's no earth left to do it on?
You may think it's fine for
students to "talk about current
issues," but when vou are
fertilizing the earth, we will have
to wear the gas masks and drink
the filthy water.
There has never been a grelfter

need for environmental activism
than now, and punting a football
or philoMlphizing about life in the
lofty halls of a university won't
get the job done.
Your denial of NMPIRG
funding only goes to prove how
removed from reality university
life has become,
Pam Eatherly

Lobo Letter, Opinion Policy
Letters to the Editor . . . '\
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will not be considered for
publication. Names will not be withheld upon request. If a
letter is· from a group, please include a name, telephone
number and address of a group member. The letter will carry
that name, plus the name of that group.
The Lobo will publish letters as space and the number of
]etters received allows.
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about Deep Rock Oil and ridiculous
analogies. York's overwhelming use
of stereotypes and his refusal to
support statements with facts should
indicate his inability to write for a
campus newspaper. If there is no one
else available to write this column,
perhaps the LOBO should leave a
nice blank space where the column
would have run which could then be
• utilized by the students' for doodling
or working algebraic problems.
Patricia Evilsizer
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Commo·~Tory
By George Hanover
The nympholepsy over minority/socialistic studies
seems destined· to continue, stirred up by outside
(non;studend agitators and necrolatous bureaucrats and
tin gods unhappy to see their poik barrel projects finally
terminated.
Attentive readers will recall that Arts and Sciences
Dean Nathaniel Wollman has announced that he intends
to withdraw approval from Women and ethnic studies
programs, unless such courses can demonstrate certain
minimum levels of academic worth.
Naturally, they can't. So instead they plan to
counterattack by devising an elaborate sympathy
campaign ••• the same despicable strategy used by a
spaniel when kicked-roll over on your back and plead
for mercy, or appeal to ethnic consciousness. Anything
to avoid facing the real issue.
Wollman's move was applauded by fully 90 per cent
of the students I talked to, who were tired of seeing
their hard earned grades devalued by unqualified
"instructors" who award blanket A's for papers dealing
with "Lesbian Feminism in America,'-' La Mujer
Chicana,'' "Sociology of the Barrio," and other
disgusting propaganda. This is indoctrination, not
education.
But as is usual at UNM, the wishes of the majority go
unhonored. The vocal minority is weil organized, 11111!11
financed, and not inclineCI to give up without a struggle.
Spare no pity for those pituitous pleonastics preaching
ethnocentric euphemisms.
A case in point' are the vitriolic viragos and vehement
vixens who invaded Dean Wollman's office to protest his
determination to stand up to their poisonous commie
cant.
Wollman patiently eKplained to the young ladies
(some of whom, by the way, were very nicely dressed)
that not only the women studies group was under
investigation, that academic qualitY in all branches of
l.JNM was his goal, but that tile women studies program
was the one being currently discussed.
Replied one cheeky chick, "You. (i.e., wei can't be
judged by someone wbo doesn't understand your
values." This is like arguing that only war criminals can
judge .other war criminals, since only they understand

war criminal 1 'values."
Not unsurprisingly, representatives of ethnic studies
cpurses were embarrassed bY the antics of the
Xanthippes from women studies, Juenella· Haynes,
coordinator of Native-American studies said, "Our
contention is not to be Included with women studies.
To include us with women · studies appears as a
broadside attack against us." So much for ethnic
solidarity with its "sisters."
Miss Haynes' remarkably candid comment is also a
justification of Dean Wollman's concern. "Our
contention is not to be included with women studies" is
English usage at itS' lowest level. Unable to construct a
sentence properly, Miss Haynes is considered fit to teach
our young.
. Antonio Mondragon, a coordinator of Chicano
studies who looks as if someone put a bowl over his
head to cut his hair, made the observation that "We live
in a state where over 50 per cent of the population are
from minorities." How, pray tell, can a "minority" total
over 50 per cent?
Although no one mentioned it, the issue at hand is
socialism. The same radical professors who urged
students to kill and die in the streets are at it again, and
Wollman is hitting them where it hurts-below the old
money belt.
God knows it's bad enough that university facilities
are being used to indoctrinate unknowing freshmen into
the world of radical chic and provide jobs for radical
lesbians (one wonders what type of "instruction" is
given after these classes), but must taxpayers' money be
used to finance such anti·social (but not anti-socialistic)
projects?
·
Che Guevara might be held up as a' "hero of the
people'' bY some, but not with mY money, at my
university.
And where does the money go? No one knows. There
are the usual rumors of wild orgies and drunken brawls
being precipitated with the unsupervised funds used by
irresponsible persons in the various' courses, but these
are no doubt e><aggerated.
Less easy to dismiss is the ugly feeling that future
(Continued on page 5)

Q: The students voted not to pay the Athletic Fee when I
f'u-st came here. Needless to say, we still pay up the ass for the
school's jock$. I've never gone to a sports event and am tired of
P.aying each semester for a bunch of guys to rough each other
up or dribble a ball mainly for the benefit of the Alumni. Did
anyone ever consider the students' vote? Is there any provision
made for those who don't go to games and want a refund? Is
there anything we, as students, can do outside of open warfare?
A: 'I11is issue appears to be one that has come up frequently
for .Student vote. The most recent polling was the Referendum
Bill in the spring of 1973. The tally showed students in favor of
making both the activity and athletic fees optional by margins
of 1,774 to 890 and 1,110 to 790, respectively, The Regents
decided that the approximately .2000 votes were not enough to
represent the whole UNM campus, Had there been 5000 votes,
they would have considered the matter.
The Athletic Fee (not to be confused with the Activity Fee)
takes $14 dollars .out of full·time students' tuition every
semester. By the time you graduate, you will have paid at least
$112 into the Athletic Department. A part-time student can
obtain an Athl41tic I.D. for $12. If any student wants to get the
I.D. now, he must pay, in addition to the regular fee, a $1.50
late charge.
In March of 1973, a student (referred to as "some crazy guy"
by University Secretary John Durrie) went before the Regents
to ask about a similar vote taken a year earlier. The Regents did
not discuss it with him, but told him to talk to the ASUNM
president.
"It takes more than students passing a referendum to change
a fee. It has to go to the Regents, then to the Board of
Educational Finance, and to the legislature, ultimately," Durrie
said.
A spokesman for ASUNM summed up the problem saying,
"We live in our own litUe world. They (the Regents) let us do
what we will until it comes to something big ••• like athletics. If
anyone in the state is interested in the school, it is through
sports."
Since the Regents don't appear to take student encounters at
their meetings or student votes as seriously as the $3.5 million
dollar press box which the students are helping to build with
their fees, the only choice seems to be to get the vote on ,
another referendum and make sure they get their 5000 quota •
Q: I have a $414 complaint! Why is it that someone like me
who plans to be a N.M. resident, but just didn't register to vote
can't get my residency? I have lived in N.M. for over a year, and
I would like to get a good education, however, paying $1300 a
year for tuition alone adds up to be quite a sum just for
someone who doesn't give a fuck-about<-the:.U.S. government, I
did not register to vote in Texas '(where I'm from) and don't
plan to register here, either. I just would like to know why I am
being discriminated against for a mere political reason.
A: "Ridiculous," was Bob Weaver's (Director of Admissions
and Records) reply to your allegation. He said that there were
two main criteria for establishing residency: A minimum
residence in N.M. for the 12 previous months and actions during
that time which demonstrate your intent to remain a resident. •
Such actions as registering your car in this state, paying state
taxes, obtaining a N.M. driver's license, and receiving aid from a
state program are taken into consideration. You would not be
denied residency solely on your refusal to register to vote.
Everyone who is turned down, said Weaver, receives a personal
letter stating the reason for denial.
"Just because a student comes to a state for an education, it's
no reason to be granted residency," added Weaver. He added
that the university is tax-supported and wants residents who will
add to the economy and well-being of the state after college. He
also pointed out that a large percentage of the students leave the
state after graduation.
Volunteers to help operate the ASA
Gallery are needed. Contact Susan
Brown at 247-8715 or put a note in
campus mail.
Intramural and recreation check-out
program, ID required. !>mall tee tor

camping equipment.. Reservations can

Lip Service is a LOBO-sponsored
student community service which runs
announcements of meetings and otfulr
affairs of student orgenizations.
Announcements will normally run two
days prior to and on the day of the
scheduled event. Submissions should
be taken to ASUNM Public
Relations/Information Office in Room
248 of the SUB. Please keep notices
short artd to the point.
ASUNM scholarship applications
now being taken at the Student Aids
Office tor fall semester. Six tuition
.. holarshlps at $228 ea. and six book
stipends at $40 ea. will be awarded,
Applicants must have at least a 2.0
GPA. Dcadiine is Oct. 1. For more Info
contact Student Aids Office Rm. 1140,
Mesa Vista.

be made a week In advance at Carlisle
Gym,

·(Continued from page 4)
"instructors," flown in from Peking and Havana, might
use class time to teach sabotage and brainwashing, and
UNM money to buy AK-47 rifles, SCUD anti·tank
missiles, and other revolutionary equipment.
As they. stand today, ethnic and (especially the
lesbian oriented)' women studies programs are a
mol)umental waste of time and money, designed to keep
athletes, lesbians, unemployed man<ists and other
deadbeats in SCh(Jol,
We say· the money could be better spent on
departments \hat need qualified professors, such as
mathematics, rather than contributing to overgrown and
undereducated children, This Is a university not a day

care center for the neurotic and maladapted prophets of
hate.

* -· *

Due to an illness in the family, I was inadvertently
called out of town to manage some investment interests,
and I should briefly like to thank MffiliahliP! York for
his help in writing CommonTory in my absence.
Response to his el(pose of Nel&on •.RC?f?IH!f,eller was
el(cellent,
. ~vi
While not completely agreeing with Dick/~ assessment
of Rockefeller, I still echo the sentiments of "pop" star
Jerry Reed, who (in an automotive context) wailed,
"Lord, Mr. Ford, what have you done?"

In UN Speech

·Ford Lauds Kissinger
UNITED NATIONS (UPI)-Apparently
seeking to allay rumors that his secretary· of state
would soon leave the administration, President
Ford Wednesday made an extraordinary
statement of ''full support" for Henry A.
Kissinger during an address to tJ1e United
Nations.
Near the start of his 20·minute speech to the
29th session of the U.N. General Assembly, Ford
departed from his prepared text to say:
"It should be emphatically understood that
the Secretary of State has my full support and
the unquestioned backing of the American
people."
Kissinger has come under fire once again from
members of the Senate who fear he may have
misled them during his confirmation testimony
last year on the question of CIA intervention in
Chile.
The UNM Chess Club will meet on
Thursday at 7 p.m. In Rm, 231 of the
SUB, Club president and U,S. Junior
Open champion Spencer Lucas will
play all comers In a simultaneous '
exhibition.
UNM Folbong Olub will meet on
Thurs. at 7:30 p;m. in Room 231D of
the SUB.
Delta Sigma PI, a profc•lonal
business fraternity will meet In Rm.
25D-B in the SUB on Thurs. at 7:30
p.m.
Senate Finance Comm. will meet In
Rm, 231 of the SUB on Thurs. at
12:45 p.m.
Christian Student Center will meet
on Thurs. at 7 p.m. at the Center
located on Girard at Central (almost).
Applications are now being taken
for nominations to Who's Who Among
Students In American Universities and
CoUeges. Applications may be obtained
from the ASUNM offices. Rm. 242 of
the SUB, Telephone No. 277·5528.
Basic reqUirements can be obtained at
this office, Applications must be
returned by Fri., Sept, 27 at 5 p.m.

As part of the new effort to dampen
congressional ire, Kissinger disclosed to pool
reporters on the flight from Washington that the
White House would convene Thur$day a meeting
, of top congressional leaders to examine CIA
operations in Chile,
·
White House sources said those invited
included Senate Democratic leader Mike
Mansfield, Senate Republican leader Hugh Scott,
House Speaker Carl Albert, House Democratic
leader Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr., and House
Republican leader John J, Rhodes.
The Senate Foreign Relations Committee
unanimously decided Tuesday to examine the
question of U.s. intervention in Chile, and to
determine whether high U.S. officials-including
Kissinger-misled or lied to the committee about
it.
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Mexico.

The rntemational Center is offering

8·weekt 2 hours a week courses in

Conversational .Japanese, Arable,
Portuguese, and Sanskrit. These
courses will be taught by natiVe
speakers. Registration ends Sept, 25.
Cost/$20,00. AU interested persons call
277·2946,
Popular Entertainment Committee
needs student Input. Come by the PEC
office In Rm. 248 of the SUB or call
277•5602.

Peoples Education Rii:Source Center
and Women's Film Co-op will present
The UNM Young Democrats will
two free films Fri., Sept. 20 at 8 p.m.
tonight In Room 231•D of the
at the Peoples Resource Center, 1417 meet
SUB at 7:30p.m.
.
Central N.E.
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Wittgenstein:· Soyi~g.the Unsoyoble
"Wittgenstein"
By Anthony Kenny
Harvard Paperback/$2,95

* *BUTLEl;
*
!Jy })AN
To try to put into language
how it is that language is possible,
or to try to depict somehow what
picturing is, or to say what it
means that something is
unsayable 1 could be compared to
trying to : lift yourself up by
pulling on your own shoestrings.
Or, it's like trying to get a mirror
to reflect itself, (Or trying to
complete a formal system which
will wholly prove itself.) It can't
be done. Here thought runs up
against its limits, and mysticism is
not far away. The chasm of
infinite regress, opens before one,
and the mind struggles like a
character in some labyrinth
described hy Borges,
Throughout his life Ll''lwig
Wittgenstein was often elost• w
mysticism, alth ol,tgh I don't
believe it's useful to describe him
as a mystic. He constantly
wrestled with such problems as
:the unsayable,' the mystical, the
limits of logic and lrul!,ruage, and
the difficulties of mind in
at tempting to describe its
situation. Living like a monk
himself, an ascetic in "a sparsely
furnished room," he worked for
over thirty years on these almost

metaphysical- problems at the
boundaries of thought; and out of
the m11rkiness where so many bad
gone astray, he succeeded in
drawing the rudiments of a clear
and :rational philosophy of
lru1guage, mind, and mathematics,
Since the death of Wittgenstein
in 1951 there's been a' flood of
publications concerning his
philosophy· and its development.
We are up to our ass in books and
articles on Wittgenstein, with a
bibliography of maybe 1500
items. We're also being inundated
with his own writings, since he
seems to have left uncountable

language, the conventions.
governing our understanding of
each other, and Wittgenstein's
treatment of problems of
philosophy of mind, on which he
wrote as lucidly as any writer,
Over the years Wittgenstein's
concern with language shifted
from. its logic to its situation in'
human life, and from having
assumed that the main purpose of
language was simply to state facts,

expounds difficult ideas in an
apparently simple way, and again
and again he exposes the muddles
philosophers make by mistakes in
the analysis of ordinary (and
extraordinary) language,
Wittgenstein 's life was a life of
thought. He gave away a fortune,
never had worldly ambitions, Jived
like a monk (his biographies
always place him in "a sparsely
furnished room," as if no other
phrase occurred to them).

In 1924 the brilliant young
Frank Ramsey .visited
Wittgenstein in one of those
Austrian villages, hoping to
discuss mathematics and logic
with the moody thinker, but he -:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:had no luck just tlien. Ramsey
wrote his mother, "Wittgenstein
seemed ... cheerful; he has spent
weeks preparing the skeleton of a
cat for his children (students),
which he seemed to enjoy. But he
is no good for my work." Later in
England, however, the two had
Service & Repair
some stimulating conversations on
philosophical problems:
on all imports
Fortunately, Wittgenstein gave up
he came to recognize a the job of teaching children and
multiplicity .of equally valid uses turned to the harder task of trying
of language. On all of this, to teach adults the way out of
Kenny's account of Wittgenstein 's difficulties which philosophers
development is useful and had made for them, He
4 ely. Tune-Up
intelJigent.
approached the task with the
$28.95 parts & labor
But maybe the best way of same absorption and
getting into Wittgenstein 's work, singlemindedness, and he
605 Yale S.E.
and seeing why he is probably the patiently laid bare the anatomy of
most .important ·philosopher of thought and language-much as he
242-8384
the 20th century, is to look at his
had
carefully
prepared
for~Vl~·e~w~~~~~~~~~~~~~iii;
own writings. The later wor.ks of
L. W. are surprisingly readable and
even enjoyable, as philosophic
writing goes. He avoided technical
conversational style on a
sequence of related thoughts,
making few explicit references to
works by other philosophers. My
Sept. 16-21 Fronk &' Rick Larrabee
own favorite is the little book On
Certainty, where Wittgenstein
Sept. 22 Sunooy-Seeds &' Stems
explores what it means to 'know'
something, asking such questions
Sept. 29 Sunday Night Rthon
as: how do you know? can you
always know exactly what you
Sept. 30 Cardinal Duo
mean? how can anyone be certain
of something?
Lance Henderson-Kevin Hu
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America's only female comedy
_ team-Patti Harrison and Robin
Tyler-will lecture tonight in the
SUB Ballroom at 8 p.m.
Humanists, jesters and feminists,
their performance is free to UNM
students presenting I.D. 's.

Then he goes to tr3llsitional·
Noteboolzs
from thattwo
period.
works (including
not yet
available in English), before
arriving at the final stage and for
me, the most attractive part of
Wittgcnstein's philosophy, Here
arc the considerations of ordinary
language, of the many uses of
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StUdent's To Trek F9r Cage Seats·
By JIM POWERS

St~,tdents with athletic cards will have to pick up tickets to
basketball games in advance this year and ~,tnclaimed student seats will

be sold to the general public, the Athletic -Department announced this
week,
.
UNM Athletic Director Lavon McDonald said Tuesday the new
twket proqedure was a response to "student complaints about seating.
We're going to try to provide better seating for students this year-to
give them a choice," he said.
· Details of the trial plan, including a reserve seat option for students
were furnished for the Lobo by the athletic ticket office.
'
Tickets for the 15 scheduled games at University Arena in 1974·75
will have to be picked up by students at the ticket office on the south
campus. The building is located south of the football stadium at 1414
University SE.
.
•
The athletic ticket office is open Mon.-Fri., 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. To be
guaranteed a seat students will have to pick up tickets one day prior
to the game, After this deadline tickets will not be issued to students
until the game date, when they go on sale at the box office. Students
will still be able to get free tickets tllen, but they will have to line up
with the public for any remaining tickets.
Exceptions to this schedule are Monday night games for which
tickets must be picked up the previous Friday, and the season opener
against Univ. of Calif.·Davis on Nov, 29-the day after Thanksgiving,
Students pay for and are allocated 3644 general admission seats at
Lobo games. This year 962 seats in areas adjoining the three center
student sections will be reserved student seating. Tickets for these
seats will be distributed on a first-come basis.
One student will be able to pick up tickets for three additional
students by presenting their athletic ID's at the ticket office. Tickets
for games played on consecutive dates can be picked up together.
McDonald told the ASUNM Senate last week that the average
student attendance at basketball games in 1973·74 was 2584.
"Students used their full allocation of seats (3644) only once last
year," he said.
An estimated 2500 excess requests for basketball tickets are made
for each Lobo game. Approximately 30 per cent of the seats allocated
for st~dents are not used according to athletic department statistics.
McDonald said the new ticket procedure will enable the ticket office
to gauge probable student attendance and thereby facilitate the sale of
unused seats to the public,
·

ordon's

Libro.ry Lounge

"We're trying to work out something better for both students and
the public," McDonald said, "but we're student oriented and as far as
the athletic department is concerned students come first.~·
Based on the 30 per cent no·show student attendance figure at
basketball games, the UNM athletic director estimated that $45,000 in
• additional ticket sales could be made annually. He was resolute,
however, in saying that this was not the motivation for tile new ticket
plan.
"This would be one of the ou tcomcs if students don't pick up their
'tickets," he said. "But we want students to come to the basketball
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McDonald said students would be asked to pick up tickets at the
athletic office because of a "personnel shortage" and because such a
system will provide a more accurate gauge of probable student
attendance.
"If students go to the trouble of coming to the south campus to
pick up tickets we can be fairly sure they11 attend a game," he said.
"We know this may inconvenience some people but we hope those
students interested enough in the basketball program will cooperate.''
McDonald asked for "student reaction and input" to the new
student ticket plan when he spoke to the ASUNM senate last week.
Tuesday he said he would consider changing some of the details of the
plan if adverse student reaction is "overwhelming."
McDonald said he would consider an alternative site for picking up
tickets if students objected strongly to the existing proposal. "Wc11
just have to make other arrangements in that event," he said.
. "I would like to try this procedure for one year to see if we can
make it work," said McDonald. "If it doesn't work, we can make
changes next year.''

•

We would like to have proposals from undergraduate students for one
hour undergraduate ·seminars for Semester II, 1975. We are sorry
ask lor these so early; it is necessary so that we c;,an have our brochure
:::::;:r·ea;dy before pre-registration.
Proposals should be made on a form which is 'available, together with
information on the program and some guidelines for proposals, at the new
Hnnnlr!: Center (ground level, west wing of the new Humanities Building).
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UNM ,cencing Association's Co·Director Miles Linnabery and Bob Vardeman practice their form in
Carlisle Gym; may face Arizona and St. John's of Santa Fe.

CRY WOLF
By DEL JONES
Tom Dunn, disc jockey for
KOB radio tlie infamous golden
voice of Rich Ford, said while MC
at Tuesday night's Lobo Club
Booster banquet that he would be
good luck to the UNM football
team this season.
'"One of the most recent MC
jobs I did recently was when I was
out at the international .airport,"
said Dunn. "I was with a bunch of
political friends waiting for
President Nixon to fly in,
shouting 'four more years.' "
· Texas Tech intends to hold
impeachment hearings on the
Lobos this Saturday in an attempt

to bring them down from the
cloud they're on after beating
CSU 32·23 last week. And if
3llyonc can do it, the Red Raiders
can.
Soundly defeating a good Iowa
State team 24·3 last week the
Raiders arc going for their second
consecutive Southwest
Conference title. And although a
loss to UNM wouldn't count in
the conference race it would hurt
their chances for a bowl bid
should Texas beat them out for
top honors.
Last year's UNM-Tex. Tech
game was one of the worst
showings the Lobos had, and

certainly helped send Rudy
Feldman to his grave (if you call a
soft job with the San Diego
Chargers a !,<rave.)
Tech ran up a 21·0 lead in the
first quarter in Lubbock and
ended up winning 41·7 with
UNM's only score coming on a
recovered fumble in tl1e end zone.
The game, without mercy, was
televised back to New Mexico,
lF YOU NOTICED, Sasha our
very own mascot didn't stay for
much of the game Saturday night
as she was frightened by t11e fire
works before tl1e game and was
taken home.
"We kind of want to break her
in easy," said her owner Norm
Ellenberger (yea he's the same
one).
Sasha is now serving time at the
Winrock children's zoo but should
be back for the Tech game.

Water Polo Team
lntrasquad Friday
The UNM water polo team, people who don't undcrstrul!l the
first in their district last year, will wah!r polo rules lo learn.
kick off their season Friday at
"We'll ·spend some time
6:30 with an intrasquad game.
Coach Rick Klatt, in his first explaining to the audience how
season as head swimming and water polo is played and the
water polo coach said he will rules," said. Klatt.
decide the starting lineup for their
season opener on Oct. 11.
Teams from Air Force; Arizona
'State, and New Mexico State have
already agreed to attend the Lobo
Invitational that day.
No admission will be charged
for the intrasquad and Klatt said
it will be a good opportunity for

Taste this
this fine
Calf. Brandy
from

Paul Massoni

this
Fri. 4-8

418 Central S.W.
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A Pictorial Essay
.1e11t by Tony Hillerman
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CANDELARIA at EUBANK
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manuscripts for posthumous
publication. (01· perhaps he's
really alive and well and stiii
writing philosophy, in a suitable
''sparsely furnished room"
somewhere.) His letters to
correspondents are being printed,
and there are now variorum
editions of some of his works,
with plenty of scholia and errata
for philologists to play with,
Also, there's Anthony Kenny's
new book, Wittgenstein, which.
clearly, simply, usefully describes
the whole career of Ludwig
Wittgenstcin and his ideas.
T h e e a r I i e s t Part of
Wittgcnstein 's work is what I find
the least attractive. It deals with
logi': a!ld theory o~ knowledg~,
and !s. r1gorous, persp1cuou~ and m
amb1tlon utterly nystemat1c. Not •
surprisi~gly, ~his .early work w~s a
gre!l~ . ms.p~ratwn, to Lope~!)
PositiVIsts m the 20 s and 30 s. (1f
one can speak of anythmlt
'inspir!ng' such a co!d and
c~lculatmg brce~). ~c_nny s boo.k
~ve~ a clear d1scuss!on of ~h!s
d1ff1cult stage of W1ttgenstem s
development,. disc1;1ssing. the
Tractatus Logzco·Piulosoplucus,
and the Prototractatus and
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Student lnitiat.e.d Courses

'

'

' the skeleton of a cat for his ;J:I
students in Puchbexg am II§
Schneeborg.
.~
The recent publication of z
almost all of Wittgenstein's· ~
writings and the accumulated S:::
efforts of several decades of ~
scholarship now make it possible
to review the whole of his career o
in thought, as Anthony Kenny has t:t
done in Wittgenstein and as others ~
will do. Not just philosophy (or '<
anti·philosophy) but related fields S"
like linguistics, logic, g'
mathematics, and psychology are •
all affected by his work. Literary ,f
criticism is beginning to hear his ~
name, and perhaps even 9
theologians ·could benefit from g'
study of his work. Kenny's book "'
is recommended as a useful lC
overview of Wittgenstein 's -;...
philosophy.
!£
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Hea·dy

R~signs

(Continued (rampage 1)
be complete or nearing completion by that time,
Heady said.
~'When I was inaugurated as president of the
University c;f New Mexico in 1968, I said that I was
one of those fortunate men who found himself in
exactly the professional position where he most
wanted to be. Except for brief periods of unusual
crisis or extreme pressure, I have never altered that
view of my good fortune. I have not changed it
now, even though I believe that the time has come
for me· to make plans to leave the presidency at
UNM," Heady said.
.
"My tenure at UNM will be twice as long as the
current average term for university presidents in this
country. Even though I have f9und the experience
to be exhilarating and fulfilling, that is long enough.
"In making t!lis request to the Regents, I also

CLASSIFIED
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want to thank.all the··indj'tidual Regents,. both tho'Set't n lp • .W.ritten >,English,. t!le• 'lllOSt
currently serving and those whose terms have
frequently used. words !lre, .In order,
· d h .
h
.
the, of and to a, In, that JS,IJt, for and
19
expue , w .o smce
68 ave provtded the support,
~. The most common that is used in
guida~ce, encouragement, and understanding so
conver~at!on is .I. T~e most overwo!ked
·essential for anyone who accepts the responsibilities
wo~d m Engbsh ~s the wo~d. Jack,
of a university president,"
· ·
:n~h4 8a:u~~:Se~~d s:~t~~:b"at ~:::
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CUSTOM GOLD wedding- & dinner rings
12/6
by Charlie Romero, 268·3896.
UNIQUE TRUCK:ING MACHINE. Cus..
tohtized Rord RaMhero camber, f'urnish·
ed, 25 MPG, $800 negotiable. 266-0991,
277·6238.
.
9/23
PADDLE tJALL RACQUETS: Blllls:-Jots
left and still on sale at the Bike Sho)),
823 Yale SE. 842•9100. Racquets as low
10/7
as $9.99 and balls at 99c each.

The brain )las 1.5 x
cells each
containL'lg 10 1 0 macromolecules. Each
4
cell has 10 interconnections with
otlter cells. At the age of 18, the brain
lo.ses some 103 cells every day, but the
macromolecular content of each cell is
renewed 104 times in a normal life
span.
"What is Time?" will be the topic
for a philosophy discussion this Fri.,
3:30 p.m., in Room 518 of the new
Humanities Bldg.

5)

FOR SALE

Volunteers are needed to help
officiate for The Pedaling Feat on
Sept, 29 and Oct. 13. Call ·the Alumni
Office at 277·P808.
Bicycling in Albuquerque is the
topic for the Sept. 19 meeting of the
Albuquerque Group of the Rio Grande
Chapter of the Sierra Club, 7:30 p.m.,
4901 .Centra~ N .E.

,.r¥J
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ID

:ll
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~
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Juniper, UNM's gay community
service organization presents a color oo
sound filmstrip entitled "The Invisible «tf
Minority" Fri., at 8 p.m. in Room 'a
250·D of the SUB, Discussion ~
afterwards.
;

...,..........
.....
............
Friendly Flower Shop
....-.~

Albuquerque. Floral Design
School
We specialize in green
plunts and macrame.

___

3424
Central S.E. 266-9296
_...._._.._.._._.._.._,

POPEJOY HALL
.__ _ _ _• AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Presents

KEITH. GREEN
In Concert
Saturday, S~ptember 28
8 :'15 p.n1.
All Seats Reserved
Tickets: OrGhestra $3.50
Balcony $3.00
UNM Students-$1.00 Discount
Tel. 277-3121

More than a movie!
An explosive ci"ema concert!

Starts F-riday
September 20

~ '

'

State Rep, James Caldwell wiU ~
discuss gun control laws, laws requiring ~
new hunters to receive training, and 0
illegal use of guns at the Central t:j
Audubon Society meeting Thurs., 7:30 ~
p.m. in the Physics and Astronomy ~
Building,

.,..~~·

OLD MIRAGES, some 20 years old. $1.00
ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING GOES I
Moving overseas, can't ship anything, . each, rJlOm 132, .Marron HaU.
Quality furniture and antiques-trunks,
OLD MIRAGES 1968 through 1970. $1.00
chnirs, picture frames, queen-size bed
each, room 132, Marron Hall.
with bedding, large dresser, dining room
Rates: 106 per word per day with a
t!n
table, bookcases. end tables, lamps, desk,
$!.00 per day minimum char~re, or 6t
record player, liquor cabillet. Also flute,
per word per day with a 60t Per day
STEREO
SPEAKERS.
4'
x
31h'.
$80
or
tools, dishes, toys, plants, small appJI.
minimum charge for ads published five
best offer. 268-6114, nsk for J,tob. 9/24
ances, Sept. 20·22. Cash only. 803 San
or more consecutive days,
Lorenzo NW. 344-3671,
9/19
Terms: Payment must be made in full
TENNIS EQUIPMENT-racquets, balls,
prior to Insertion of advertisement.
shorts, shoes, & shirts now on sale at
QUEST.t\R standard model telescope. Mint
Where: .Marron Hall, Room 132
the Bike Shop, 823 Yale SE, 842-9100.
condition, 35 percent off list price, 266·
or bJJ mail
0111
evenings.
9/23
TWENTY
ACRES-3 Domes. Cerrillos.
Classified Advertising
Private, comfortable, unique. SUN·
UNM P.O. Box 20
KJNGSJZE mattress with full set linens,
SHINE ItiMJ.TY. 346·2001.
9/4
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
9/23
Frank, 265-6213, 268-0011.
PADDLEBALL,
RAQUETS
and
balls
BICYCLES! BICYCLES I Now Is the time
on sale this week at the :Bike Shop, 823
for a new 10·BJl«!Cd, Prices have been
1) PERSONALS
Yale SE. 842·9100,
lowered as winter approaches and we
have a terrific selection. The Dike Shop,
CECILE-How'a your peanut? Chip. 9/19
BACKPACKERS - Come Inspect New
823 YRII• RFl. R42-9HIO.
10/7
Mexico's most complete selection of
SUICIDE IS a permanent solution tQ
equipment at D A C K COUNTRY
WHITE OAK BOOKSHOP and Gallery,
temporary problel'lll!, We'll L is ten.
SPORTS, 2<121 San Pedro NE. 266·8113,
1200 Rio Grande, books on art, photogra•
AGORA, 277-3013.
9/20
phy, crafts, southwest, :Mexico.
9/20
20 PORTABLE TV's $30·S60. 441 Wyom·
HOUSE, UTILITIES• .Mature reliable wo10/23
lng NE, 265·5987,
HANG GLIDER SUN, 18' custoD_!.... sail,
man in exchange for limited services,
cheap price now, 268·7605.
· 9/20
.May be student, working or partially dis·
61 EMPLOYMENT
abled. Weekdays 243-8811, ext. 189. 9/23
PIONEER AM/FM STEREO tuner TX·
.MOTEL DESK CLERK. BusineSII . exper·
6200. 1 yr. old, 5 yr warranty, walnut
MEXICAN DANCES-Tuesday, Thursday
fence helpful. Lodging & some cash. 247cabinflt, $85. 277·6238.
•
9/20
6 :00 PM-carllsle Gym; students free.
4023 or 266·4878, 9 am-3 pm.
9/25
9/19
AKC COLLIE :MALE, 18wks, tri-color,
.MANAGER
POSITION
open
at
Univer•
long coat, mellow disposition, real sweet,
WOMEN POOL PLAYERS wanted for
slty of New .Mexico radio station
$30, 345·5920. :Mornings, evenings, 9/19
ROSA's Elimination Tournament every
KUN.M ( F.M), a nationally known edU·
1MBursday,
9/19
cational, progressive station. ApplicaCHICKEN 'N' DUMPLI:t.{GS Texu-Style,
$1.25 every Wednesday nite at Rosa's.
tions available at KUN:M, New .Mexico
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP! You
Union Building, UN.M. Include resume.
9/19
have frlenda who care at Blrthrfaht.
UNM student preferred, Probable start247-9819.
KINGSIZE WATER:BEDS, $29,95, com·
ing date: October lilt. Salary: $1i670/
$59.95,
beaten,
S27.50.
plete
systems,
year. Leave applications with Prof.
2) LOST & FOUND
Water Trips, 3407 .Central NE. Across
Charles Coates, Journalism Building, Rm.
from
Arbies.
268·8455.
tfn
216, UN.M. by 5 PM Monday Septem.
FOUND: NEAR NEW tennis courts, WO•
man's prescri)ltlon glllll!es. Large beige
ber 23, 1974.
9/20
SKI TOURING A: :BACKPACKING equip·
plastic framee, gold temple pieces. In·
ment from the professionals at the Trail
PART-TIME JOB, graduate students
quire at Campua Pollee loet A: found
Haus-sales, rentals, service, and cllnlca.
onJ:y, Afternoon11 & evenings, :Must be
dept.
9/26
Since 1967, New· :Mexico's leading 11kl
able to work Friday A: Saturday nights.
touring center-Trail Haua, 1931 San
.Must be over 21 years old. Apply In
FOUND: Small Purse-AIJison Taylor
Mateo
SE.
256-9190.
9/19
persl'ln, nn phone calls please. Save Way
Otis. Claim at Student Information
Liquor Store, 5704 Lomas NE and 6516
Desk.
BICYCLES: Lowest prices on Gltane and
,.Mcmaul NE.
9/13
other fine European Bicycles. Over 100
LOST: PArR GOLD wire-rim glasses in
in stock, S75 to $500. WORLD CHAM·
BABYSITTER
WANTED:
Part-time
:Mitchell Hall, Ladles room last week. RePION :BICYCLES, 2122 . Coal Pl. SE,
mother needs babysitter who has ex·
~· 243-3407. 8-5.
9/23
!our blocks from UN.M. 843-9378. ttn
perlence w/small baby & 1!1 willing to do
FOUND: WOMEN'S prescription sun•
light
housework. Week days, starting No·
STEREO
HEAD
PHONES
S4.95,
8
foot
glasses, rose frames w/green lens, Maxvernbe~ 266·7278.
9/20
cord, soft ear pads, United Freight
well .Museum in Anthropology Bldg.
Sall!ll, 3920 San :Mateo NE,
tfn
Identify & claim in :MU!Ieum offices.
WANTED PART TIME SECRETARY to
do typing and filing. $2.00 an hour. Up
VINTAGE CLOTHING, antique quilts,
3) SERVICES
to 20 hours/week. Call Geoffrey, 843·
oak furniture, photographic antiques.
n~
~o
The Silver Sunbeam, 3409 Central NE.
THE QUARTERS Is sponsoring a wlne
9/17
PART-TIME
COUNTER
SALES.
:Must
be
course, 30th Sept., for Information . & ·
available tor some weekend hours. Apply
GEODESIC DO.ME-2-year old home, eeregistration, call 247-86'19.
9/19
in
person,
University
Dairy
Queen,
2300
cJuded in the South Valley on an acre
Central SE.
•
9/19
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST: IBM carbon·
of' land. Perfect opportunity to begin
ribbon. Guarantc!ed accuracy. Reasonable
the road to selt-sufficieney. St2,500.
7) MISCELLANEOUS
9/20
rates. 298-7147.
Super terms. NORRIS REALTY, 8776194.
WANTED:
STEREO SPEAKERS, 50
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos.
amps or greater. wm pay cash. 299Lowest prices in town; fast, pleuingo,
ALASKAN .Malamutes-AKC registered,
5761.
9/19
Near UNM. Can 265·24C4 or come to
excellent pedigree, show/pet, terms
1717 Girard N.E,
available, 898-6281.
9/20
FREE GREY KITTENS A: Cat. Call
9/24
Sharon 268-3729 or 277·4806.
4) FOR RENT
TENT for Backpacking. 100 percent RIP•
stop Nylon eonBtruetion. Weight Jess
SCRIPTURE READING. prayers, . soniJB,
UNFURNISHED 3·Room House, alr eon·
than 4 lbll. SSO. Cnll 277·2309 or 298·
daily 7 P.M, 426 University NE, Canter•.
ditloned, stove, refrigerator. $85 month.
1296.
9/24
1!1/14
buey Chapel.
9/24
Phone 843-6083,
FURNISHED HOUSES, AAA two and
thrl!e bedrooms. Veey eJean. Near Unl•
versity and north west. 242·7814. 247•
1006, 2.C2·187l.
tfn
LOOKING FOR an allartment? We have
six and will furnish to suit. Call 2474401i evenings. Mr. Scott.
9/25
M/F StiARF! 3·br house, Old Town Area:
F/P yard. 8.C2·9434.
9/19
SHARE STORAGE $12/mo. Resfdent
.Manager, 1824 :Buena Vista SE. omce
hours 4·6: 842•6156.
9/20
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL. Ryder overnight
sll!eP tomorrow, 765·1111.
tfn
THE CITADEL APARTMENTS - An
apartment complex for the yount" and
Thursday & Friday 7·10
99c
the JOung at heart. P.ents start at $130.
Large sWimming pool. Emelencles 6
1 bdmt avaDabJe, flimlllhed or an.
c SUB Cinema 277·2031
furnished. Walkii!R' distance to tnor.
1520 University NE. 243·2494,
1014
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
AAA
Apartments. One, two, and three roo.s.
Very clean, near. Univenlity and .Nnth
SUB Cinema
west. 242·7814, 24'1·1006, 2<12·1871. ttn
UNFURNISHED HOUSESr AAA two and
three bedrooms, Very clean. Near Uni·
verslty and north west. 242-7814, 247•
1006, 242·1871.
tfn
5) ·FOR SALE

...

101 0

• ' • H-arrison and• ·Tyler: 'a' women•s·
come<!Y team, will appear Thurs. at 8
P.m. m the SUB Ballroom, Students
with ID free Others-$1 50
' ·
•
Student organizations: Rechartering
deadline is Sept. 20,

